Utrecht, the Netherlands

INLAND REVENUE SERVICE UTRECHT
BRULS EN CO
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Having opted for new flagship offices
based on the flex-work system, the
Utrecht branch of the Netherlands’ Inland
Revenue Service organized an invitational
competition. So convincing was the
presentation given by Maastricht firm Bruls
en Co that the architects not only got the
commission, but also ended up helping the
team responsible for the office layout to
make a smooth transition to flex working.
Their extra contribution is not surprising,
given Bruls’s frequent collaborative
projects with Veldhoen + Company, an
outfit of Dutch consultants that have
emerged as virtual gurus in the field of
flexitime systems, providing recommendations and establishing standards for
nearly every major flex-work project in
the nation. The current task involved the
development of two floors into a flagship
office space, with the intention of gradually
converting other Inland Revenue offices
to accommodate the flexitime system if
the initial project proved successful.
Flexitime projects in Holland, especially
as conceived and supervised by Veldhoen
+ Company, are accompanied by a
package of ergonomic and environmental
regulations. Thanks to plenty of hands-on
experience, Bruls en Co has the expertise
to satisfy these rules, which are often the
starting point of its projects. Mathieu Bruls,
who co-founded the firm with partner Loek
Rinkens, disdains architecture rooted in
aestheticism. ‘I disapprove of beautiful
things that don’t meet the regulations to
which architecture should be committed,’
he says.
Although the firm’s solutions are
technically driven, Bruls en Co brings to its
projects a signature flair that transcends
utilitarianism. The new tax offices in Utrecht
exemplify the way the architects think,
a method that begins with functional leftbrain activity but quickly spills over into
right-brain inventiveness. The programme
is a typical flex-work situation. Interspersed
with public areas and meeting rooms are
various types of workspace. Included are
open-plan desks, cockpits (a Veldhoen +
Company term for closed, one-person
cubicles), coupé areas (tables closed in on
three sides), areas for informal gatherings
and teamwork, a café, a library, and phone
booths that offer a high level of privacy.

The aesthetic scheme pits heavy
furniture and buttoned-down architectural
touches against a cheerful lighting system
and bright swatches of colour patterning
the walls. Ever the collaborators, the team
at Bruls en Co worked with installation
artist Fransje Killaars to develop a
chromatic system for the space. Killaars,
known for her work with textiles, divided
the building into a light side and a dark
side, with a frieze encircling the top.
Corresponding to this division, complementary colours in each room range from
nearly fluorescent oranges and pinks to
dustier, darker shades. Lower walls are
blocked in colour irrespective of architectural elements. Patches of colour wrap
around corners, windows and other
boundary-defining elements, creating their
own boundaries, defining their own areas.
In the canteen, splashes of colour steal the
show in concert with vivid light boxes
created by Bruls en Co. Each small box,
portable and freestanding, is flanked front
and back by panels in complementary
colours. A box emitting blue light up front,
for example, projects orange light behind.
Like a Dan Flavin sculpture, light defines
space, an effect underscored by the
colour scheme. Neutral furniture keeps
the fireworks to a minimum. Theatrical
area lighting mounted on sweeping overhead tracks injects an element of earthy
tangibility into the high-spirited palette.
Many interventions by Bruls en Co
share the same solid sense of warmth and
simplicity found here in the track lighting.
Custom sofas and seating rendered in
simple geometric shapes, such as those
in the café-lounge, feature black-and-white
striped fabric with contrasting stitching.
Bruls chooses shapes and materials that
balance the floating feeling sometimes
experienced in a flexitime environment.
‘Furniture should look reliable, heavy,
rough and physical,’ he explains. ‘It should
be a perceptible presence within the virtual
world. It should look as though it is the
way it’s meant to be.’ Custom tables
combine thick glass tops and heavy steel
bases. Frosted into the bottom of the glass
is a pattern that replicates the shape of
the support underneath, thus revealing
connection points in the steel base.
Exaggerations betray functional intentions in other elements as well. Overhead
light fixtures, for instance, are mounted
on the ceiling with industrial hardware two
sizes larger than that needed to bear the
weight of the lamps. Bruls en Co also often
employs screws and bolts as an aesthetic
medium. Around all baseboards, on all
furniture, on wall plates and panels, on
ceilings and around doorframes marches
a rhythmic parade of bolts, many more
than necessary. The effect is both obvious,
as connections are made simple and clear,
and mysterious, as the use of these
components surpasses function to enter
the territory of aesthetics — a destination
that Bruls en Co surely had in mind at the
outset of the project.

01 Attention to lighting is clearly
visible in the canteen. Bruls en Co
reduced overhead light levels by
half and made up the difference in
directed task lighting, thus generating
a more pleasant atmosphere.
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02 Behind the reading table in the canteen
is a Bruls en Co custom-designed portable
light box that illuminates its surroundings
in complementary colours.
03 Special elements, such as this
acoustically panelled phone booth,
allow a broad range of uses to take
place within close quarters without
disturbing one another.
04 A chromatic programme developed
by artist Fransje Killaars wraps wall
surfaces in bright colours and facilitates
a flow felt throughout the space.
05 A range of workspaces accommodates
all types of individual and collaborative
work. Each space, including this coupé
area, features ergonomically adjustable
furniture and optimal lighting.
06 Larger meeting rooms cater to
conferences of a more formal nature.
07 The floor plan alternates open-plan
areas with enclosed workspaces in
an attempt to avoid visual monotony
and to disperse noise.
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08 As a place for meetings and
other work-related activities, the
canteen has the same status as
other areas of the flexitime office.

Third floor
Entrance
Lobby
Smoking area
Meeting room
Work station
Conference room
Telephone booths/
internet service
8 Storage/service room
9 Kitchen/dining/café
10 Lounge
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